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This p~blication is of a preliminary character. 

To facilitate the rapid appearance of Reports, they 

are printed in the form as presented by Rapporteurs. 



Introduction 

In this talk I will present a simple summary-together with 

a few comments - of the experimental facts concerning resonances 

with a strangeness different from zero. There are two reasons 

why m:y talk is going to be very matter of fact: the first is that 

I lack both the knowledge and the imagination to talk either 

about the wider implications of the work or about the way experi

ments should be directed in the future to obtain better and more 

meaningful information. The second· i.s that the parallel sessions 

have been much too ~hort and it has not been possible to present 

adequately 0 the results of different groups. 

The talk will be divided into two sections. In the first, re

sonances involvinR a K-meson and n pions (n will only go up to 

·three!) will be repbrted. In the second, hyperon resonances will 

be considered. 

The table you see exposed does not intend to replace the 

well-known one from Berkeley. Its usefulness is limited to this 

talk and I will use it·to summarize with suitable indications what, 

in my opinion, is the present status in our knowledge of the main 

properties of the resonances. 

I:.. (730) This (K.:..)-rfisonance was reported long ago in 1Cp <1) 

collisions between 1.5 - 2.4 GeV/c and in K-p collisions(2) between 

1.0 - 1.? GeV/c. Its existence has never been really well estab

lished. 

At this Conference a CERN group()) presented new evidence 



which, taken together with tbe older one and with recent informa

tion both from Dubna(4) and Brookhaven<5: makes it very difficult 

not to believe in the existence of the kappa-meson. The CERN evi

dence comes from the study of. the channels: 

K+p-pK~'.IT-t1t-'.f[6 of 3 GeV/c K+. (1) 

'The predom'inant intermediate state of (1) is 

K~+ N:i£++ JC - ' . 

which accounts for 50% of the events. 

In fig. 1 the different (K.'.J"C) charged combinations with 

I
3 

= 1/2 are !;!hown. Besides production of the normal Kl£ (888), 

enhancements.are seen in the 3 charged modes in the neighbour

hood of 730 MeV~ The hatched histogram :i,s the contributio_n of 

events with N*. Contrary to the K*(888), the kappa does not 

seem to be produced in: associa_tion with the N*. Indeed, if N* 

events are removed, the 730 MeV remains almost intact and corres-

~ ponds to an excess above background with a 3 standard_ deviation 

signif-icance. 

Tbe mass and width quoted in the most accurate Berkeley 

result( 2 ) were_: 

_-r M"d2. = (723 ! 3) MeV, P -~ 12_ MeV 

In the present experiment the width appears appreciably lar

ger, but no detailed study.of it has been presented. 

The isospin is most likely 1/2; the main arguments<1 ,3) .against 

I = 3/2 being the absence of an enhancement in th~ o8t) system 

Tbe' spin-parity ·are, of course, not known. 

An interesting observation(3) is that the branching ratio 

K*-7R- +'.Jt ~ 
K*--K + :J'C ..._ 

0.01 
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K3f(888) Nothing new to report on this well established (K:i,; ) 

P-state. 

I pass on now t;o the tricky subject of' (K St:JL ) resonances: 

three have been proposed at this Conference and a fourth one 

briefly mentioned. 

(K.:Jt:JC) - (1175) 

Fig. 2 shows the (K'.K'Jt) mass distribution observed by 'NJ.ng

ler et a1~ 6 ) in :rC p-collisions at 3.0 GeV/c. 'rhe final states 
o + 0 .._,o o + - ~- t-1<+ 0 

studied are /\ KO 
.'.fC • TL-- , L- K 3C :rr , L., Jt 

O '.Jl • All 

(K r.::n) 'combinations plot;ted are in the r3 = ! 1/2 state. An en

hancement is observed in the 50 MeV interval centered at 1175 l.leV; 
0 

the effect is most pronounced in events containing a A ; altho-
o 

ugh 17 of the • 24 /\ events in this interval correspond also ·to 

production of Y ~ ( 1385) the authors have not been able to find 

an obvious explanation as to how the y* could lead to the ob

served (K ::n::it) peak. 

m 

Other characteristics of the peak are: 

1 ) r = ( 40 :!: 15) Me V 

2) Isospin 1/2 or 3/2 bedause of its production: 

:R-p- I\ 0 -t-(KJC'.JC) 

3) 'There is no positive evidence that it decays into K*..'.J'(.. 

At this Conference, Miller et; a1< 7) presented results on the 

same channels with much improved statistics. 'rhe '.!C- momentum was 

slightly above 3. 0 GeV /0 their (K'.Jt:it)-spectrum is shuwn on fig. 3. 

(KS'L1i,) peaks appear and dtsappear as the energy is changed and this 

makes them suspect to the authors •. One thing i □ clear, however: 

with much improved statistics this group does not confirm the 

'iiisconsin result at 1175 MeV, which is therefore most likely a 
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statistical fluctuation - fairly big but not out of the question. 

c0 (K:JC%) - 1215 

Two groups, one from Columbia-Rutgers(S) and another one 

from CERN-College de France<9) have presented results concerning 

the annihilation at rest (PP - KK at:%) with at least one K°(K0
) 

d~caying via ~-:n.+:n.-. As you may remember, from a study of 

the channel pp - ~. ~ :rr.+:rc-

the CERN-Coll~ge de ~ranee group( 10) proposed the existence of 

a (K:n:Tl) resonant state, which they called c0
, and which decay

ed mainly into K + _9 • This evidence is reproduced in fig, 4 1 

where the two (K'.Ji:Jt) combinations are plott;ed in the form of a 

mass'tiquared histogram. A. satisfactory fit to the histogram is ob

tained under the conditions soecified in the fig; 4. • 

Plano, reporting the Columbia-Hutgers results, showed that, 

while the c0 -K9 assumption describes reasonably well the (K:n::Jt) 

mass-distribution in the 0 0 + -:rc;K1 '.IL :JL-chai1!1el, the other four-body 

channels cannot be reproduced in the same way. ~'his does not, I 

believe, repre_scnt disagreement between the ty,o sets of data. 'rhe 

reason f9r this belief may be obvious after I describe briefly 

the more detailed analysis made by the CERN-College de France 

group. 

At the Conference this group have presented their complete 

data on the other two 4-body channels 

pp - ~K~ Tl.+'.fC

~K! '.TI::;: '.ito • 

The results are: the three K '.f('.I(, mass-squared distributions 

with total charge • .o +- • .0--1-- +:;:o zero: K-1 '.Jt. TL , 1\.2 '.J"C '.It , K- Tl. .'.IT show very 

· much the same aspect of the original 2 u-0 + -M · (."1 !Jt 'Jt) - distribution • 

'l'his is illustrated in figure 5. 'l'his is not true of the charged 
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• .o ± 0 combination (1\.1 '.St JC), which shows a stroniz; peaking at around 

M (K'.JTJt,)~1320 MeV. 

Statistically, the c0
- enhancement is without reproach in 

the neutral combin~tions. 

Data on the decay channels of the c0 are as follows: 

~ ~:Jt-t'.JC 
K*'.f[ 4~g 80 events 

~ ~Jl+J'C- 640 0 events 
~ K±~:rco 

1 200 370 events 

Tab.le 1. 

'These numbers were obtained from a direct counting of events 

above the estimated background in the corresponding c0 decay Da

litz-plots, 

The results of the above table entail different M2(JC'.J"C) 

distributions in the different channels - one of the results 

presented by Plano when showing t;he inconsistency of all dhis 
0 

data wjth C - K_9 • The CERN-College de France data explain 

this inconsistendy by showing that the c 0 decays also via K*TI: 

frequently, An important question is to estaolish the relative 

frequencies of the two modes. There are difficulties in doing 

so which become apparent when this group attempts to estabiish 

the quantum numbers of the C. Thus, the isospin (1/2 or 3/2) can, 

in principle, be established by det;ermining the c0 branching ra

tio, B,R, into neutral and charged K* in (K!:rr+~~, s~y. We should 
(K*o) 

1 
:Jt 0 

have B. R. = t#£), :JC.:;: equal to 1 if Ic ='/2 or 4 if Ic=3/2, 

Experimentally one observes 0,9, which argues in favour of 18V2. 

However, for (K 9 ) de_cay modes, we should have 

B.R. = 
- 0 

( '.JC+ JC ) , K! 
c~+n,-),~ 

7 
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experimentally one observes 0.82. This number, which has a small 

statistical error, disagrees with either isospin assignment. 

In the same way, the an,o:ula.r distributions cannot be simply 

explained. Thus the decay angular distribution of the c-K3f m; 

mode in rcj~ ~rt::rC appears as shown in the fig. 6. A strong interfe

rence effect is manifested for 0.1 < cos 9 <O. 6. This, the authors 

know, is due to K* formation between the K not in the resonan

ce and one of the pions. 

The conclusion I would draw is: a proper analysis to establish 

the quantum numbers of the C and thus the reality of the C itself 

cannot be done until the interference effects are understood 

quantitatively - at the moment they are only known qualitatively. 

That this is going to be difficult in the annihilation of antipro

tons at rest can be further emphasized if we notice that the C does 

not travel very far before decaying:.~0.5 fermi, i.e. while still 

well wHhin the annihilation volume. 

(K'.K',J\,)-1270 

'l'his comes from the study of pp annihilations at 3.0 GeV/c 

by CEP.N-Ecole Polytechnique • Imperial College group(11 ). The rele-

vant channel is PP -K°K:!: ::rc+ '.jt,+:rr-:n: 0
, 

'l'his is an obviously complicated channel in which u:> 0, ~ and 

K*(888) resonances a.re significantly produced. Effective (K:Jt.:TL) 

masses with r
3 

= ±1/2 can be obtained in 8 possible ways; for 

r3 = !3;2 the number of combinations is reduced to 4. The conse

quence is that at ~he present level of statistics there is very 

little chance of seeing anything in the r3 = !y2 channel that is 

not· produced extremeiy abundantly and/or has not a very narrow 

width. In the r3 = ! 3/2 case. the di.!:ficulties are much diminished, 

in p~rtjcular if supplementary conditions are imposed to the (K'.!L:fv) 
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distribution. In fig. 7, the (K JL'.li: ) mass-distribution is shown 

for the r3 = ±3;2 combinations that contain one K"~(888). A 

slightly over 3 standard deviation enhancement at a mass of 

1270 MeV is seen. The enhancement is shown not to be.a consequen

ce of the K* condition and can further be sharpened if events 

showing J' or w0 production are eliminated. In the same way 

)3. possible K 5' decay has been looked for; the result is shown 

in the hatched histogram, where a small excess of' events - by it

self statistically not significant- is found. The (g:3£.%) and (K.9) 

distributions have been added up and show a four standard devia

tion effect. 

B.R. 

The best mass and width estimates are: 

M = (1270 ± 20) MeV 

r = (60 ± 20) MeV 

I= 3/2 
g:3£ '.it 

= -- = ~3 
K5' 

The authors note that phase space favours the K'½c mode by 

a factor of 2.6 over the K 9 mode. 

The K+ group from 1CERN( 12 ) have reported results which are 

again not of overwhelming statistical significance. They come 

from the distribution of (K+ '.Jt-'.J(.o) effective masses in the reac

tion 

~t 3 GeV/c 

A 3 standard deviation enhancement is obtained when the 

following two conditions are imposed: 

a) one of the (K'.J'r) mass combinations must correspond to 

that of the K*; 

b) one of the (p ::n,+) mass combinations,must correspond to 
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that of the ~ (1.238). 

The two conditions are said not to deform phase space in. 

such a way as to produce a fortuitous enhancement. 

The isospin agrees with I= 3/2 and not with I= 1/2. This 

comes from a comparison.of the magnitude of the enhancement in 

the channel above and in 

K+p -K°p:n:-t:n:-'Jt-

Let us conclude that although the statistical significoDce in 

each of those two experiments is not very high, the presence of 

a (K'.TC:Jt) effect in T:c_ = 3/2 at the same mass in two very dif

ferent production channels cannot be lightly diseregarded. 

(K '.IT'.R.'.R) 1630 Belyakov et al ( 13) have reported from their 

7.5 GeV/c '.Ji.- pictures taken in the Dubna 24 liter propane 

chamber the possible existence of a peak at a mass of 1630 MeV 

in the four-body system Kn1l'.TC, 

The effect was studied mainly in the K0 .1( :n:-:rr + channel 

(with charge Q = -1). The evidence is presented in fig. 8. 

In the center histogram an attempt was made to fit the da

ta to a calculated curve taking in account the known n33, 7,w J K; ... 
productions. In the top histogram a Uonte Carlo histogram is 
' shown in thin lines. The peak between 1600 and 1800 stands out 

above these curves. 

The observation of K*+ decay in this band suggests 

Tz= -3/2 for the possible resonance. 

It is my feeling that further statistics will be needed to 

establish firmly the existence of this possible resonance. 

K+K+ enhancement 
+ (14) The CERN K group have presented results on the reac-
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tic:m K+p _:..Kh.'"Y (133 events) 

at incident· K+ momenta of 3.0 and 3.5 GeV/c. 

The (KK) - mass spectrum is shown in fig. 9 together with 

a sraooth curve representing normalized phase-space~ An important 

bump is seen in the mass-range 1200-1350 MeV. It*tatistical 

significance is difficult to evaluate; if the background is cor

rectly represented by the phase-space curve as drawn in the figu

re, the pe·ak corr~sponds to _about a 3 standard deviation effect. 

More details about this state are in the process of being 

studied but are not yet available. It is known, however, that the 

KY mass-spectra do not present any significant structure. 

In t_he four-body processes: 

K+ + p - K+ K+ ./1.0 
.'.ft 

0 

K+ K° A 0 
~-t (95 events) 

no enhancement in KK raasses at ~ 1275 MeV is observed. There is, 

hovrever, abundant production of K*(888), N3£(1688) and Y~ (1385). 

II. 

We consider now h;yperon resonances. 

y~ (1385). This is the very familiar /\JC - and hence I = 1 -

resonance. No new cv.i.dende about it's spin and parity has been pre

sented at the Conference but for the sake of completeness it is 
I 

worthwhile to summarize the latest imformation. Published results 

from Berkeley<15a) an'd CERN(16) agree on a likely 3/2+ assign

ment but a 5/2- solution is not .excluded by the data._ 

'rhe data have one drawback: the Y* longjtudinal decay distri

butions/show significant asymmetries indicat;ing the presence of 

interference effects. It is not clear to.me how much these effects

-which are not taken into account in the analysis - can modify the 

conclusions •. 

11 
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An extension of ·the analysis to appreciably different ener-

·gies is necessary before one is'completely satisfied with'the 

3/2+ values. An effort has been made recently by Shafer(15b), in 

Berkeley, who has studied y*•s produced at seven C momenta 

between 1.1 and 1.7 Gev/c. At two momenta a slight discrimina

tion against 5/2- was obtained, while the 3/2+ solution was 

acceptable everywhere. 

No new information on the (~'JC ) decay mode is available and 
L. 'JC 

the ratio /\ m: = (4 :!: 4)% as before. 

y~ (1405). This is a (I!.1t)0 resonance with I= 0 since it 

has never been seen in the charged mode. It is frequently seen 

both in K-p, Tl:.-p and even in pp -collisions but never sufficient

ly strongly or cleanly to permit a spin-parity determination. 

An interesting fact is that the possible decay mode (/\'Ji.:Jt) 

occurs, if at all, with a frequency smaller than 1% of the ( !:JC ) 

mode. 

Y~ (1520). Its intrinsic properties were established in the very 

complete work by Ferro-Luzzi, Tripp and Watson< 1?) and there is. 

nothing to add or change to their results. 

2* (1530) To my knowledge(*) there is nothing new on the spin-
* ; 

parity analysis of the· 2 (1530) since the results published by 

the u.c.L(A. group( 1B). Their simplest assigment was 3;2+, but 

higher spins and a different parity could not be ruled out. In 

the analysis. the assumption was made that the spin-parity of the 

2 -particle are 1/2 - an assumption which has not yet been veri-

fied experimentally. 

* r-,ll< footnote. A paper on the .::.. (1530) spin and parity was sub-
mitted to tpe Conference by I. Button-Shafer, .J.s .. Lindsey and 
G. Smith (U.C.R.L. 11436)+ Unfortunately, it escaped my notice. The 
odds in favour of the 3/2 hypothesis are slightly better than 
those given in ref. 18. 
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I do not. think it makes much sense discussing one by one 

these three possible resonances without having had first a look 

at the general behaviour of lCp total and elastic cross-sections 

in the corresponding energy interval. ~'he •data are.not very abun

dant or precise as can be seen in fig. 10. A broad and unsymrae -

tric peak appears in both cross-sections at a mass of 1815 MeV 

and with a total width 140 MeV. 'l'he data for K-n is even poor

er but of ·sufficient accuracy to show that if the K-p bump is 

attributed to one single resonance this resonance must have iso

spin equal to zero. But do we have to do with only one resonance? 

Tripp and coworlcers(-i9 ) at Berkeley last year investiga

ted the reaction 
K- n - K- TI- p 

at 1.51 GeV/c and observed the K-p effective mass-distribution 

shown of figl. 11. Abundant y* (1520) is observed, but also a sta

tisl;;ically significa'.lt enhancement is seen centered at 1765 11eV 

and with a width "-'60 MeV. A single 1815 l.leV enhMcement would 

be e:x;pected to behave as indicated by the dotted line. 'rripp et 

al:give then arguments to show why this peak cannot be due to a 

displaced 1815; they look at t;he available data on cross -sections 

and angular distributions and suggest that t;he data can be best 

explained by splitting the large 1815 peak into two: one at 

1765 MeV crN60 MeV) and another at 1815 ~JeV cr~70 MeV). The 

behaviour of the charge-exchange cross-sections would indicate 

different isospin for• the two states (0 and 1); the complexity 

of the elastic angular distributions would tend to support the 

sa'!le J = 5/2 but different parities for the two states. 

lJ 



The question of which isospin and-which parity belongs to each 

state cannot be decided from the present data. 

We now turn to the Y~ (1660) resonance. Note that to a mass 

of 1765 MeV corresponds a K- momentum of 940 MeV/c while to 

1815 corresponds a I0 momentum of 1045 MeV/c. The resonance at 

1660 MeV corresponds to Pie= 715 MeV/c. It is weakly excited and 

its elasticity is small so that neither the total nor the elas

tic cross-sections show its presence with the present level of 

statistical accuracy. 
ii£ 

This Y1 (1660) state was first seen as effective-mass en-

hancements in the final states of _both 5Cp <2o) and Cp(21) 

collisions. The original (K-p) results are shown •in fig. 12. 

The general comment I would make is that taken separately, 

none of the mass-combinations considered can by itself prove the 

existence of an effect. It is only the persistence of the devia

tions at roughly the same mass-value that makes one believe in 

, the existence of a Y*(1660) resonance. The same considerations 

apply to the TC-p-experiment, which first showed the existence of 

the 1660. Different experiments have since confirmed the Y*(1660) 

but to the best of my knowledge the confirmation has been essen

tially in the ( E:n: )-decay channel. 

Attempts to measure the spin and parity of the state were 

made by Bastien and Berge<22 ) - who concluded that the spin was 

~ 3/2 - and by Taher-Zadeh et a1<23 ) at UCLA - who, with very 
. ' 

restrictive assumptions, favoured a 3/2+ assignment. These results 

were obtained in a study of the variation in the angular distri

bution and angle of' polarization of the /\ 0 in the reaction 

CN-1\:IC 

as the c.m. total energy is made to vary cross_the 1660 MeV mass-
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region. 

Results presented at this conference by Berley et a1F4 ) from 

Brookhaven, because of their better statistics and increased num

ber of energy intervals studied, supersede the previous results 

on the channel 

CN-1\.'JC. 

Berley at al have studied the reaction· 

K-p - /\5Co (C) 

at 7 energy intervals comprised between equivalent masces from 

1620 to 1720 MeV. 

'l'he angular distribution and the polarization angle of the 

A0 
in this reaction were fitted to Legendre series of the form 

and the 

4K2oL/\ !~ = L Be.Pt(~). 
_.., -. - t~ ---

where x = PK-· Px• and y ~ Pproton • (Pl(-x P:rc•), K is the wave 

number and OlA was taken as -0.67. 

The resulting Al and Bl coefficients are shown in 

fig. 13. The following remarks can be made: the term Ao- propor

tional to the product of~ by the total cross-section - is near

ly constant thus the resonant effect is small compared to the 

background. Interference between a very small resonant amplitude 

and the background can,nevertheless, lead to rapid variations in 

the. angular distributions as the energy changes. 'l'his may be the 

reason for the observed changes in some of the coefficients • .An 

attempt has been made to fit the observations with a single reso

nant term of unknown strength.and represented by a B:W. function 

with Ml£ = 1660 1\!eV, r = 60 MeV and background ilmplitudes which 

vary linearly with the momentum. S,P and D waves with arbitrary 

15 



phases have been considered for the background and also, alterna

tively, for the resonant state. A minimum X,2-fit to the data 

was made with the following results: a) the assumption that there 

is no rcr,:rmant amplitude gives an extremely poor fit to the data. 

~ This, as the authors emphasize, does not prove that a resonant 

amplitude exists since it could also mean that the wrong assumptiet 

ons have been made about the behaviour of the background. 

8) a reasonable fit to the data is obtained with a _D3;2 

resonant amplitude but riot with Sy2, P3;2 o: n512• The D3;2 

and P3; 2 solutions are shown in the figure and illustrate the 

results of the fit. 

This group have also studied the channel 

K-p - /\o 3e+gc-

in the same momentum interval and conclude that it is dominated 

by I("p -Y~ (1385) + ~. 

T~e observed population of the Dalitz plot leads them to the 

conclusion that in the 1660 mass region this reaction is dominated 

by the n312 , I= 1 state. That the y* (1660) occurs as an in-

termediate state cannot again be e~tablished. 

How can the situation be summarized? It is clearly very re

miniscent of what happens in the ( 'JCN) resonances as soon as we 

get away from the (33) resonance - whose equivalent in they* 

case is, of course, the y* (1520). Piecemeal investigation of 

the enhancements is likely to be misleading and not very fruitful. 

The possible resonances are too close together for their interfe

rence effects to be ignored. As Ticho and coworkers pointed out 

in their original publication< 23 ), and this much seems to be con

firmed by the Brookhaven data, there are indications of presence 

of new process.es _(1765?) not far from the expected position of the 
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1660. Recently photographs have been taken both in Berkeley and 

at CERN to extend up to 1.2 GeV/c (i.e. ,1890 UeV in mass) inves

tigations similar to the one just described. I think it will be 

better to wait_for their results before too much is made out of 

the present data. 
A• o 
O ? (1680). This enhancement comes from the study of 

production in a 24 1. propane"chamber exposed to 

a ?-8 GeV/c ~--beam at Dubna(25). A total of 134 /1.0 events asso

ciated with only one gamma ray were observed. The experimental 

evidence is shown in fig. 14, where the Ar ef::'ective mass-squa

red has been plotted. Two peaks corresponding to masses of 1180 

and 1340 MeV are seen. The first is attributed to I: 0 
production, 

while the second one cannot be reproduced from the kinematics of 

a hyp\.o~ resonance (Y*(1385) or, Y~ (1660)). In view of this, the 

authors take up a suggestion made by Ioffe(26) i~ connection with 
< ' • ' 

• 0 
the behaviour ~f the K""p - A+? cross-section ne~ threshold. 

' . • 0 ' 

The suggestion is that this b,ehaviour may be explained by a /\ ? 
resonance with a mass ~1680 MeV and a width r < 20 MeV. 

On the assumption that the observed enhancement in the 

mass-squared spectrum between 1.? - 2.0 Gev2 is due to a process 

A- /\ 0 + C 
L--'(-+o' 

the separate masses of A and C were calculat;ed with the. result 

A = 1660 UeV and C = 459 MeV - (no errors are quoted ) - in agree

ment with the model. A check is obtained from the shape of the i
-ray spectrum in the laboratory system. The shape and the central 

value ~e 1n good agreement with that expected from the fdecay. 

The isospin of the resonance should be zero; the spin 1/2 (S-state, 

since it is so close. to the /\ 1-:threshold) lllld the.parity nega

tive. <26). 
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.--,* 
'.::, ½. (1820) 

~ . Indications that a new baryonic resonance with-

strangeness minus 2 (S = -2) and a mass ~1820 MeV
1
me.y exist were 

recently published at Berkeley (27 ). Two independent contributions 

have 1?een presented at this Conference: one from Berkeley(2B) and 

the other from the Ecole Polytechnique-Sacle.y (Paris) collabora

tion<29). The'reaction channels of negative kaons on protons first 

examined by the two groups (Berkeley at C momenta from 2.4 to 

2.7 GeV/c, Paris at J.0 GeV/c) are: 

Berkeley Paris 

'.JC.+ :JC K+ 2- 41 · 26 

r' '2 o :n:,+ JC 26 Not included 

K0 2- :n.+ :Ji: 0 
45 41 

' ' ...,* 
There is very strong production of .=. '/z (1530) in the above 

channels.• By'.suitably defining a range of ( S:rc ) ·masses, events 
........ ' ,. 

are then divided into those showing ..'.:!. production and those not 

showing it. A Dalitz piot of the final state '2.,. K 3t is then 

drawn with the result shown on fig. 15 for the Berkeley events. 

Projection onto the iior at ) and 1ic 2'"'.rC) axes shows clearly the 

presence of the K*(888) and an accumulation of 'M2('.::' .. :rr.) masses 

in the rkgion J.1 - J.6 ~ev2. This cS"'Jt) accumulation appears, 

however, to be strongly.correlated with the K*(888) as can be 
. . . . ~ * 

seen when the xK events are subtracted from the (2 at) distri-

bution. As indicated by the clear part of the histogram no· signifi-
. " ....,,ic 

cant effect remains after the subtraction. For the non .=. (1530) 

Berkeley events, a plot of r
3 

= !y2 (KO'C ) combinations 'versus 

( '2 :Ji.li.) combinations · shows ~ · br~ad and statistically ~ot very 

significant enhancement in the neighbourhood of M (2Jt:lt)"' 1820 Me'\t 
,-,- +"o "-Kt'.'"'.+K ·, In the three body final states .:'.. Jt0 r\ +, E- c, Berkeley see 
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again the same feeble and broad.enhancements in the combinations 

( 2 :x ) and ( I: K ) . This is seen in fig. 16. Here the histogram 

of masses (- AK° + A K° + A C) is also shown for the channels 

A KK after subtraction of the cp events. 

Note that in this histogram the two indistinguishable combina

tions AF::', AK° · have been plotted and added to the AK- distri

bution. Since the latter (1\.K-) does not show any peaking but a· 

displacement to the high end of the phase-space spectrum, the pea

king comes essentially from the ( AF::' + A~) combinations. 

The Paris data were interpreted negatively as far as the en-
,., ....... 

hancement· at 1820 is conc_erned in the decay modes .::. Jt, .:. :Jt and 
r-, 

• .:_. Ji:'.Jt but a 2. 5 standard deviation effect iii the mass interval 

1.80 - 1.85 GeV is seen in the ( AF::' + AF::') mass-histogram in 

the channel Cp -A "If'Ff' after the <j> events have been removed. 

This is seen in fig. 1?. A feature which may be of interest is 

the fact that the peak seems to be connected with a backwards an

gular distribution of the 1820 system in the c.m •. of the colli

ding particles. 

Examination of the AX:-and i\.K+ effective mass distributions 

in AK+X:- - again after elimination of the t 0
events - shows-a 

' + 
small enhancement in the A C - system and a hole in the ( A K ) 

system in the interval 1.80 - 1.85 GeV. Adding the AC histogram 

· to the previous (.A.Ff' +.l\.K°) histogram, the Paris group obtain 

the total histogram shown in fig. 18. 

A fair summary of the two experiments is, I believe,' the 
r-,* ...., r, 

following: ..::!. :n: J ::., :it :It and .:.. JL effective ma~ses appear to 

be displaced towards the high end of phase space. This trend can-
' . 

not be directly attributed to the existence of a resonant state. 
✓ 
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Neyer~the-less the unresolved mass-distribution A K0 +./lK° shovvs 

a pe-3king at a. mass-value of ""1820 MeV in both experiments. Whe

ther the str;mgeness _is O or -2 cannot be firmly established 

since the evidence from the , AK- system is inconclusive: in the 

Paris experiment the significance of the /\ K° ( A.K° ) peak is 

enhanced while the Berkeley . /\ K°( /I.K0
) distribution. is smeared 

out by addition of the A J(" effective masses. 'l'he apparent non-

--existence of ·an N* at ~ 1820 MeV would favour the S = -2 

possibility. 

Isospin of the eventual resonance is I= 1/2T 

If one assumes now that the effedt. is real, the branching 

ratios quoted by the two groups are: 
.-,:t-
:. ::rr. '2:Jl":n:'2::ri:: I\K :IK 
1.25 : O.J0:0.25: 1 : o. 04 (BerkeleY, 

<0.5 : <0.5 : <0.1 : 1 : ?(Ecole Polytech-
nique - Saclay) 

Expect perhaps for the mode ( 2 :Jt), at the present level of 

statistics, the results are not really in disagreement. Certainly 

more data are required before one is satisfied that this state 

does really exist. 

Although results have not been presented at this Conference, 

it is worth nothing that at the Siena Conference(JO) the European 

groups working with a .heavy liquid chamber with 3.5 BeV/c K- pre-
- + 

sented evidence for a r
3 

= 1/2 enhancement in the ('2 ::rt0
) mass-re-

gion between 1700 and .1800 MeV. Whether. this is the same enhance

ment or not is not quite clear at present. 

This written report is almost a word by word reproduction of 

what I actually said at the Conference. To accelerate publication 

I have preferred not to revise or to embellish it. My apologies 
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to those authors whose results might_ have been more fairly inter

preted had I yet had another look at them. 

Many people have helped me in one way or another t~ prepare 

this report. In particular Dr. G.I. Kopylov and the other session 

secretaries have. to be thanked f_or all the kind and efficient help 

they have given me. 

Received by Publ1eh1ng Department 
., on August 19, l,964. 
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